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Abstract 
In this paper we prove the existence theorem for the best least squares approximation of the optimal parameters for 
the exponential model function. We give sufficient conditions which guarantee the existence of such optimal parameters. 
Using these results and methods, we are able to localize a sufficiently narrow area where one can choose a good initial 
approximation. 
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1. Introduction 
In applied research one often finds the model function to be the exponential function: 
f ( t ;b,c)=be ct, b, cER. (1.1) 
The parameters b and c have to be determined from the experimental data (pi, ti, ~), i = 1,... ,m, 
m ~> 2, where ti denote the values of independent variable, S are the measured values of the corre- 
sponding dependent variable and p,-> 0 are the data weights. In general the errors can occur in the 
measured values of both the independent and dependent variable. In this case one can look for the 
parameters b and c in the sense of total least squares (see [3, 14]). We are going to assume that 
the errors occur only in the measured values of the dependent variable S. Therefore, we are going 
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to look for the unknown parameters b and c in the sense of ordinary least squares. In this case this 
is an ordinary nonlinear least squares problem. 
Mathematical models described by an exponential function or a linear combination of such func- 
tions are very often used in different areas of applied research, e.g., biology [10], chemistry [2], 
electrical engineering [9, 15], economy [16], nuclear physics [17] etc. 
The existence of the best Chebyshev's and L1 approximation of parameters for the exponential 
function is shown in [4, 12]. In this paper we prove the existence theorem for the best least squares 
approximation of parameters b,c in the exponential model (1.1). In addition, we consider also 
the problem of choosing a good initial approximation. Finally we give results of some numerical 
experiments, where we test some possibilities for the choice of the initial approximation. 
Suppose we are given the data (pi, t~,f), i = 1 .... ,m, where p; are some positive weights and 
tl < t2 <. . .  < tm. The optimal values b* and c* of the parameters b and c have to be estimated by 
minimizing the functional 
1 ~ pg(beCt, _ f )2 .  (1.2) F(b, c) = 5 
i=1 
The following example shows that there exist data such that the infimum of the functional F 
cannot be attained. 
Example 1. Let the given data (1, i , f ) ,  i= l , . . . ,m,  satisfy fi . . . . .  fm-2=O, f,-1 =-1 and f~=l .  
If (b,, c,) is the sequence in ~2, such that 
bn = e -c"t" and cn --* c~, 
l Because F(b, c) > ½ for all (b, c) E R 2, it follows inf(b,c)~R2 F(b, c) = ½. This means then F(bn, Cn) ~ ~. 
that in this example the functional F cannot attain its infimum. 
Since the numbers fl usually denote the quantity of something, in the remainder of this paper we 
assume that the given data are such that f .... , fm >0. With this assumption, it is easy to see that 
for all b<<.O F(b,c)~F(O,c)>F(fp, O) holds where fp :=(~m= 1 Pifi)/(~-~im=l p i )>O.  This means that 
the optimal values b* and c* of the parameters b and c have to be searched in the set 
= {(b,c) E R2: b>0} 
i.e., we have the following existence problem: 
Does there exist a pair of numbers (b*, c*)E ~,  such that 
F(b*,c*)= inf F(b'c)? (1.3) 
(b ,c )E :8  
Example 2. Let f i=  1, i=  1,...,m. Then F(1 ,0)=0.  Since F(b,c)>~O for all (b ,c)E~,  this means 
that the functional F attains its global minimum at the point ( I ,0)E  ~. 
Furthermore, the global minimum of the functional F can be attained only for c*= 0. Namely, if 
F(b*, c* )= 0 for some (b*, c*)E ~,  then from (1.2) one easily obtains e*ti =-  In b*, i = 1 .... , m. 
Because t~ < t2 <. . .  < tin, it follows that c*= 0. 
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Therefore, in order to guarantee the existence of a minimum of the functional F on the set ~, 
so that the model function (1.1) is the exponential function with c ~ 0, it is necessary to require 
that the data (Pi, t~, f ) ,  i = 1,...  ,m, satisfy some additional conditions. Therefore we introduce the 
following definition [7, 13]. 
Definition 3. The data (p~,t~,f), i=  1,...,m, are said to have the preponderant increase (resp. 
preponderant decrease) property if the slope of the associated linear regression is positive (resp. 
negative). If this coefficient is equal to zero, then the data are said to be preponderantly stationary. 
Remark 4. The coefficients k and l of the corresponding linear regression qg(t)=kt+ I can be found 
by minimizing the functional 
in 
L(k, l) = ~ ~ pi(kti q- l - f)2. 
i= 1 
By equating the gradient of the functional L with zero, it is easy to show that k --- D~/D, where 
D = 
pit2i ~_, piti 
~pi t i  Zp i  
m 
Ol = ~-~ piti f Z pi - ~-~ piti ~-~ pi f . 
i=1 i=1 i= l  i=1 
Because of Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality D > 0. This means that the data (p;, ti, f ) ,  i=1,.. . ,  m, have 
the preponderant increase property if and only if D~ > 0, and they have the preponderant decrease 
property if and only if D~ < 0. The data are preponderantly stationary if and only if D~ = 0. 
Note that D1 >0 and D~ <0 are the corresponding well known Chebyschev's inequalities [8, 13]. 
Remark 5. Before formulating and proving the existence theorem, let us notice the following simple 
but important fact. From the existence problem point of view, the origin of the coordinate system 
can be translated in the direction of the t-axis. Namely, after the transformation 
"Ei=Tq-ti, i----- 1 , . . . ,m,  
the functional F takes the form 
F(b, c) = q~(~, c) = -~ p~(~eC~, _ f)2, 
i=1 
where f l=be -¢r. The functional q~ is of the same type as F, and the map (b, c )H  (fl, c) is a bijection 
of ~ onto M. 
Note also that in this way the property of preponderant increase (resp. preponderant decrease) of 
the data is retained. 
In this paper we show that the existence problem (1.3) always has a solution, provided the data 
satisfy either the condition of preponderant increase or the condition of preponderant decrease. 
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2. The existence theorem for the optimal parameters 
Theorem 6. Let the data (pi, ti,]~), i= 1 .... ,m, be given and suppose that ]7>0, i=  1 ... .  ,m. Then 
(i) I f  the data have the property of preponderant increase (D1 >0), then there exists a pair 
(b*, c*) ~ int ~/, 
ql= { (b,c)ER2: b>.O, c~>0}, 
which minimizes on ql the functional F defined by (1.2). 
(ii) I f  the data have the property of preponderant decrease (D1 <0), then there exists a pair 
(b*, c*) E int ~e', 
= {(b,c)E •2: b~>0, c~<0}, 
which minimizes on ~ the functional F defined by (1.2). 
Proof. We first prove (i). By Remark 5 we can assume that 0<4 <-. .<tin.  Denote ~ := ~i~=1 pi, 
fp := (1/o~) ~=l  P~f,, and let us first investigate the behavior of the functional F on the boundary 
0~/= ~ U F2 of the set ql, where (see Fig. 1 ) 
~ ={(b ,c )ERz :  b~O, c=0},  F2={(b,c)ER2: b=O, c~>0}. 
In order to do this we use the gradient of the functional F: 
dF [l] gradF = -~ pi(beCt' - fi)eCt' bti " 
0F i=1 
The restriction of the functional F to ~ is 
1 
p~(b - ] ;)2. b ~-* F(b, O) = 
i= l  
i 






grad F(b, O) 
F, b 
Fig. 1. The behavior of the functional F on the boundary O~ of the set ~. 
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It is easily seen that this restriction attains its global minimum at the point b = fp which is equal to 
1 m 
- sa~f~. (2 .2)  F(fp, O) = ~ y~ p i f  z ' 2 
i=l  
Therefore 
F(fp, O)<~F(b,O) (Vb>~O). (2.3) 
One easily shows that OF/Ob(fp, O)= 0. Furthermore, since D1 >0 we obtain 
~c( f  p, O) = p~(fp - f)fpt, = fp p, f tg 
,=1 i=1 ~k~=l Pk 
= P i f  ~k=l pktk pifti <0. 
~k~l Pk i=1 
Hence, we conclude that there exists a point (fp, ~)E int q/(see Fig. 1 ) such that 
F(fp,~) <F(fp,  0). (2.4) 
Now (2.4) and (2.3) give 
F(fp,~)<F(b,O) (Vb>~O). (2.5) 
This means that the infimum of the functional F cannot be attained on the set ~. 
The restriction of the functional F to the set F2 is the constant 
c ~ F(O, c) = ~ p i f  2. 
i=l 
Therefore, (2.2) gives 
F(O,c)>F(fp, O) (re ~>0). 
Using (2.4) we obtain 
F(O,c)>F(O,~) (Vc>~O), 
which means that the infimum of the functional F cannot be attained on the set F2. 
Since F~>0, there exists a sequence (b,,c,) in ag such that 
l im F(b,,c,) = inf F(b,c) =: F0. (2.6) 
(b,c)Eql 
Let us show that the sequence (b., c.) is bounded. We prove this by contradiction. Suppose the 
sequence (bn, cn) is unbounded. Then only one of the following three cases can occur: 
(1) both (b~) and (c~) are unbounded sequences, or 
(2) (b.) is an unbounded, and (c.) is a bounded sequence, or 
(3) (b.) is a bounded, and (c.) is an unbounded sequence. 
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In the first two cases we have l imsupF(b , , c , )=  co, which contradicts the assumption (2.6). In 
the third case, without loss of  generality, by taking appropriate subsequences if necessary, we can 
suppose that b, ---*/~ E [0,cx~) and cn ---~ oo. I f /~>0,  we have also l imsupF(b , , c , )  = ~x~. This means 
that in all these cases, in which lim sup F(  b,, c, ) = oo, the functional F cannot attain its infimum. 
Hence, it remains to consider the case 
b, ~ 0, c, ~ ~.  
Let us show that in this case it is also not possible to obtain the infimum of the functional F. 
We may assume that the sequence (bne c't°') is bounded. I f  not, then for the functional (1.2) we 
have lim sup F(b,,  c,)=oo, which contradicts the assumption (2.6). Therefore by Bolzano-Weierstrass 
theorem, we may assume that the sequence (bne c''t" ) is convergent ( if  not, we take an appropriate 
convergent subsequence). Let bn ec't'' ---+ L. 
We are going to find a point in 0// at which the functional F attains a value which is smaller 
than F0, as defined by (2.6). Because of the assumption q <t2 < . . .  <tm, taking the limit n---oo we 
obtain 
lim bne c'ti = lim b,e c"t°', lim e c"(t'-t') : L .  0 : O, i = 1 . . . .  ,m-  1. 
n---~ oo n---*oo n---*oo 
Therefore the limit (2.6) becomes 
m-- I  
2 , 
Fo = lira f (b~,c , )  = p , f  + gp,,(L - fro) 2. (2.7) 
n----~oo i=1 
The restriction of  the functional F to the set (see Fig. 2) 
= {(b,c)EN2: c/>0, b = free -ct'} 
can be considered as a function ¢ • [0, ~)  ~ R given by 
1 m--1 
(~(C) : F(fme -ct'', c) : -~ Z Pi[fmeC(t~-t') - f ]2.  
i=1  
Because of (2.7) we have 
l rn -1  
l im ¢(c)  = ~ ~ Pi f i  2 ~Fo .  (2.8) 
i=1  
The derivative of  the function ~b equals 
de  ,,-1 
-~c = fm Y~ Pi[fme c(t'-t') -- f]eC(t'-t°')(ti -- tm). (2.9) 
i=1  
Note that, because of ti - t,, < 0, Vi = 1 . . . .  , m - 1, for sufficiently large c E R ,  each summand in 
(2.9) is positive. This means that there exists a real number Cmax such that the function ¢ is strictly 
increasing on the interval (Cmax, oo). Therefore, for every c'E (Cmax , 0(3) we have 
_ t I ¢(c' )  = F(f , ,e ~t',c ) < l im ¢(c). (2.10) 
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c 
b = f,,~e -*t~ 
S~ 
Fig, 2. 
From (2.10) and (2.8) we get 
Ftr, jme -c't'', c') < lim qS(c) ~<F0. 
C---+ OO 
This means that in this way also one cannot obtain the infimum of the functional F, because 
we found the point T = (f~eC'to',c ) E intq/ (see Fig. 2) where F attains a value smaller than 
F0 = limn--,~ F(bn, cn). 
Hence, the sequence (bn, c,) is bounded. By the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem, we may assume that 
the sequences (bn) and (cn) are convergent (otherwise we take convergent subsequences). Let bn ~ b* 
and Cn-*c*. Since the infimum inf(b.c)~F(b,c) cannot be attained on the set 0q/, it follows that 
(b*, c*) E int q/. By continuity of the functional F, we have inftb ,~)e,~ F(b, c) = lim,__.~ F(b,, c,) = 
F(b*,c*). This completes the proof of (i). 
We prove (ii) by using (i). Let us show that there exists a point (b*,c*)E int~/f which mini- 
mizes on ~ the functional F defined by (1.2). Suppose the data (pi, ti, f ) ,  i = 1,...,m, have the 
preponderant decrease property, i.e., DI < 0. One easily checks that in this case the data (Pi, %f ) ,  
i = 1,..., m, with z; = - t  i, have the preponderant increase property. 
By (i) we conclude that there is a point (b*,c*)E intq/ such that 




F(b,e) = ~ ~ p~[be ~' - f]2. 
i=l  
Since 
F(b*,-c*)=F(b*,c*)= inf  F(b,  e) ----- inf F(b,c), 
(b ,c )E~ (b,c)EY/' 
this proves (ii). [] 
Remark  7. Theorem 6 does not give any information in case the data are preponderantly stationary. 
This is understandable, since it is not reasonable to fit an exponential function to preponderantly 
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stationary data, and probably one should try to use another mathematical model. Nevertheless, it is 
not difficult to show that in this case the point (fp, 0) is the critical point of the functional F. 
3. Some choice of initial approximation 
The estimation problem for the best least squares approximation of the parameters b, c in the 
exponential model (1.1) is a nonlinear least squares problem. There exist various numerical methods 
for solving such problems [1, 5, 6, 17]. There are also some special methods for the estimation 
problem for the best least squares approximation by sum of exponentials [11]. 
The numerical methods just mentioned, require an initial approximation which is as good as 
possible. Following the ideas used in Section 3 for the existence problem, it is possible to determine 
a sufficiently narrow range for the initial approximation, which guarantees that the iterative process 
converges to the solution quickly. 
Theorem 8. Suppose the given data (pi, ti, f ) ,  i = 1 . . . . .  m, satisfy ( f>0,  i=1 . . . . .  m) and (0 < 
tl < . . .  < tin). Let the functional F be defined by (1.2). Denote. 
m Ei%l p i t i f  E/=I P i f  fp " - -  m 
fP "-- Eim=l Pi ' Ei=l piti 
(i) I f  the data have the preponderant increase property, then the point (b*,c*) of  global mini- 
mum of  the functional F on the set °11 belongs to the set 
= {(b,c)E ~': Le  -c(2tm-t') < b < fpe-~(2t'-t')}. 
(ii) I f  the data have the preponderant decrease property, then the point (b*,c*) of  global 
minimum of  the functional F on the set 3r belongs to the set 
5: = {(b,c)E'U: fpe -c~2t~-t") < b < j~e-~(zt'-t')}. 
Proof. Let us first show (i). By Theorem 6 there is a point (b* ,c*)E  intq/ which on the set q/ 
minimizes the functional F defined by (1.2). Since the gradient of the functional F vanishes at the 
point (b*, c*), we have 
-~p i (b*e  c*t' - f )e  c*t' = 0, (3.1) 
i=1 
-~piti(b*e :t' - fi)e c*t' = O. 
i=1 
(3.2) 
In order to show (i), let us first prove the inequalities 
fpe -c*(2t°'-t') < b* < fpe -c*(2t'-t') (3.3) 
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a) Preponderant increase case 
b) Preponderant decrease case 
f,~i, f ,  fp fm~ 
0 
fm,. L f, f,...b 
'( b1,, q )~ " ' 
e-~(2 
S 
Fig. 3. The range for choice of the initial approximation f optimal parameters. 
Since c* > 0, from (3.1) we have 
m eC*t" ~]~i%1 Pif  b* -- ~i=l P i f  ec% < 
e2c*/' Ei%l Pi 
e c*t' ~_,iml P i f  
b* -  > m m ~i=1 Pi e2c*ti e2c*t" ~i=1 Pi 
Similarly, using (3.2) one can show 
m Ei=l Pi e2c*ti 
m Y~i=I P i f  ec*t' 
:_ Le-C*(2tl-t,,,) 
: fpe-C*(2t,,-tl ). 
fpe -c*(2t''-t' ) < b* < fpc -c*(2t'-t''). (3.4) 
Since 0 < tl < ..- < tm and Di >0, we have fp<fp. From this and the inequalities (3.3) and (3.4) 
we conclude that the point (b*, c*) belongs to the set 
---- {(b,e)Eq/: fpe -c(2t''-t') < b < fpe -c(2''-t")} 
(see Fig. 3(a)). This proves (i). 
In order to show (ii), suppose the data have the preponderant decrease property. By Theorem 6 
there is a point (b*,c*)C Int ~e ~ which minimizes the functional F defined by (1.2) on the set ~:. 
In the same way as proving (i), one can prove the following inequalities: 
Le  -c*(2t'-t"') < b* < Le  -c*(2t''-t'), (3.5) 
fpe -c*(2t'-t'') < b* < fpe -c*(2t''-t'). (3.6) 
Because 0 < tl < . - .  <tm and Q < 0, we get fp > fp. Using this and the inequalities (3.5) and (3.6), 
we conclude that the point (b*,c*) belongs to the set (see Fig. 3(b)): 
~:  {(b,c)E 3U: fpe -c(zt'-t'') <b< fpe -c(zt''-t')} [] 
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Remark 9. The point (b*, c*) at which the functional F defined by (1.2) attains its global minimum, 
can be found by some known iterative method, such as Gauss-Newton method or Levenberg- 
Marquardt method (see [1, 6]). To do this, it is important o have a good initial approximation, 
which, according to Theorem 2, should be chosen inside the set ~ (see Fig. 3(a)) or inside the set 
5 e (see Fig. 3(b)). 
A possible good choice for the initial approximation (bo, co) is some point inside the set ~ in a 
neighborhood of the point (bp, cp), 
bp = fp \~p j  , Cp-  3 ( tm- t , )  fp ' 
the intersection point of the graphs of functions c ~-~ b(c) = fpe -c(2tm-t') and c ~-. b(c) = fpe -c(2t'-t') 
(see Fig. 3). 
Another choice for a good initial approximation of the parameters for the model (1.1), is the well 
known linearization method by taking logarithms (see e.g. [16, 17]). Namely, instead of minimizing 
the functional (1.2), we consider the minimization problem for the functional 
1 m 
F(b,  c) = ~ ~ coi[g(f(ti; b, c ) )  - g(f)]2, (3.8) 
i=1  
where g(x)= In(x), and coi are the new data weights. Note that because of the assumptions on the 
data in Theorem 6, the functional P is well defined, and because of the properties of the logarithmic 
function, the minimization problem for the functional P is a linear least squares problem, which 
always has a solution and is easily solved. 
If we define the new data weights coi by 
COi = Pi  fi 2, i = 1 , . . . ,m,  (3.9) 
we can expect [17] that the functional F will attain its minimum in a neighborhood of the point 
(b*, c*). It can easily be checked that the functional P attains its minimum at the point (bl, cl), with 
cz = ~i  m, coi(ti - ~p)2 ' In bl = (O p - Cztp, (3.10) 
m m where ?p = (1/co)~=~ coit~, q3p = (1/o9)~=, coiOi, q3~ = ln f ,  co = ~=,  coi. 
Example 10. Finally we give an example illustrating the importance of the choice of a good initial 
approximation. We choose the data (pi,  ti, f l), i = 1,. . . ,m, so that 
m --= 50, Pi = 1, 
f = f ( t~) + ~i, 
f ( t )  = 1 " e °°St 
In Fig. 4 we show the graph of the function f and the data (t~, f ) ,  i -- 1 . . . . .  m contaminated with 
errors e~. 
t i= i+10,  i=  1,. . . ,m, 
ei ~ N(0, 1), 




| w |  | | 
i0 20 30 40 50 60 















Fig. 5. Choice of the initial approximation. 
b 
Table 1 
Initial bo:=bt=0.95 bo:= bp = 8.3 bo:=fm~= 19.04 bo=O.O001 
approx. (bo, co) co :=ct =0.052 co = 0.04 co = 0.0015 co=O.O001 
F(bo, co) 742.32 1923.11 4471.23 2251.82 
Number of iterations 5 6 512 6216 
Time in seconds 2.53 2.96 179 2356 
We search for the point of global minimum (b*,c*) for the functional F defined by (1.2) using 
the Gauss-Newton method with regulated step [6]. 
In a great number of numerical experiments (carried out by Mathematica on a PC486) it was 
confirmed that the iterative process is much more efficient if the initial approximation (bo, co) is 
chosen inside the set ~ in the way proposed in Remark 4. (see Fig. 5, and Table 1). 
Results of one of the mentioned numerical experiments are shown in Table 1. With precision 
EPS ----- ½ x 10 -4 we obtain 
b* = 1.1465, c* = 0.0478, F(b*,c*) = 23.045. 
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